



	 	 	  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	      	 	 





Red	 	 	 	     	             	        	          175ML        250ML          BOTTLE            BOTTLE 
 


VIERTALO TEMPRANILLO/GARNACHA (SPAIN)     	  	           £5.10       £6.45          £20.95                __

(HOUSE RED) 

SUGARBUSH HILL MERLOT (SOUTH AFRICA)	 	        £5.95       £7.25          £22.95             __

A soft fruity wine with ripe plum and bramble character. 

HILLVILLE ROAD SHIRAZ (AUSTRALIA)	 	   	        £6.00                £7.45                    £23.95             __

Easy going, soft red with plenty of  spicy peppery fruit.   

MARTINFORT MALBEC PAYS D’OC (FRANCE)          £6.35       £8.00           £26.95            	 __

Packed full or ripe black cherry and blackberry fruit flavours. 

PAPARUDA PINOT NOIR (ROMANIA)  	     	        £5.95       £7.25          £22.95	             __

Fragrant with plenty or ripe red fruits and a hint of  spice. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 

TANNERS CLARET (BORDEAUX) 	 	                          ____	          ____	                ____	            £11.95 
An absolute classic medium bodied Bordeaux perfect with a Sunday Roast 

White 
VIERTALO SAUVIGNON BLANC	 	 	 	       £5.10       £6.45           £20.95 	 __

(HOUSE WHITE SPAIN0 

WILD OCEAN CHARDONNAY (SOUTH AFRICA) V         £5.85                  £7.00           £21.95 	 __

Aromas of  tropical fruit and a well-tuned weight on the palate 

BANTRTY BAY CHENIN BLANC (SOUTH AFRICA)                  £5.85         £7.00           £21.95 	 __

Fresh with delicate floral notes and subtle pineapple fruit. 
An easy drinker you will probably need two bottles . 

PAPARUDA PINOT GRIGIO (ROMANIA)                   £5.95                     £7.35            £23.95     	 __	 

A fabulous Pinot Grigio packed full of  honeyed fruit 

TANNERS NEW ZEALAND SAUVIGNON BLANC                  ____	          ____	           £27.50 	 __

Fresh and crisp with tropical passion fruit and a citrus finish 

SANCERRE, ANDRE DEZAT ET FILS 2020 	                       ____.  	           ____	              ____	          £20.95 
Dry and fruity with a delicate bouquet, one of  the best Sancerres around. 

Rose 
 


VERTALO TEMRANILLO/GARNACHA ROSE        £5.10           £6.45                 £20.95            __ 
(HOUSE ROSE - SPAIN) 

FOXCOVER WHITE ZINFANDEL  (CALIFORNIA)                   £5.95          £7.25           £22.95             __

Delicate and refreshing with strawberry and peach flavours 

OMBRELLINIO PINOT FRIGIO ROSE (ITALY)V	             £5.95           £7.35             £23.95               __

Soft, easy drinking with notes of  cherry and forest fruit 

Sparkling 
                                                                                      20CL BTL 
BEL CANTO PROSECCO ITALY                ____                    £7.95            £27.50   __ 
Delicate and aromatic fine bubbles with peach and pear. 

TANNERS CHAMPAGNE 	 	 	                      ___	             ___	             £45.95          £24.95
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